In the no signal condition, the plate voltage of V707B will drop to a point below 40 volts, the Zener level of CR704. As long as the circuit remains in this condition, there will be zero volts at the junction of C727 and CR704 and no deflection of meter M1101. During the presence of transmitter signal from the equipment under test, the grid of V707B is driven more negative as explained in paragraph 1-53. The increasing plate voltage of V707B overcomes the 40 volt Zener level of CR704. From this point, the anode voltage of CR704 will follow the plate voltage of V707B with a constant voltage differential of 40 volts.

For example, if the plate voltage of V707B rises to 45 volts, the anode voltage of CR704 will rise to 5 volts. It is this differential voltage at the anode of CR704 that causes the meter to deflect up scale. Resistors R794 and R795 are meter multipliers which provide the proper current limitation through the meter. Diode CR703 provides voltage limitation to protect the meter. The output of CR704 is also fed back to the cathode of peak power detector V901. The application of this negative feedback to the cathode of V901 limits the amplitude of the detected transmitter pulses and provides linear gain of the total amplifier. In this manner, the output voltage of CR704, as measured by the peak power meter, will be directly proportional to the input at V901 times the gain of the total amplifier.
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